WELCOME TO OUR 46th!!! – KEY INFORMATION

- THIS YEAR, WE HAVE LOTS THAT IS NEW!!!
- NEW VEITHSYMPOSIUM 2019 APP–APP/GOOGL PLY/ST
  HAS UPDATED PROGRAM – BETTER THAN PRINTED
  PROGRAM; LOCATIONS OF SESSIONS/EXHIBITORS
  NON-CME EVENTS; YOUR NOTES; ETC
  ONCE LOADED, INTERNET NOT NEEDED
- ALLIANCE W/CTC – HANDS ON PAVIL & INNOV SUMMIT
- PLEASE VISIT EXHIBS & PAVILIONS – NEW INFO
- DON’T WORRY IF MISS TALKS U WANT TO HEAR
  BY MID DEC – WILL GET WEB CONFERENCE LIBRARY
  WITH TALKS, SLIDES & PANELS - INDEXED TO PROGRAM
  WWW.VEITHONDEMAND.COM - CONF BADGE # - ACCESS
  ALL PROGRAM SLIDES - www.veithsymposium.org
  ASSOC FACULTY PGMS – CONCOURSE LEVEL – ROOM A
  TUES - FRI – PROGRAMS & ABSTRACTS ON WEB PAGE